Abstract. Very common statistical methods used in practice are interval estimations, tests of statistical hypotheses and other tests. Using these methods usually requires knowledge of critical values of some distributions. In the case of mentioned application methods are used computer programs, but in other cases it is desirable to have a method of calculating the distribution of the critical values. Article presents methods for calculating the critical values for a standard normal distribution, Student's t-distribution, Fisher-Snedecor F-distribution and χ^2-distribution using standard numerical methods, specifically an approximate calculation of definite integrals and approximate calculation of nonlinear equations.
Introduction
Application of some statistical methods for example interval estimations or statistical hypothesis tests, which requires some critical values probability distribution, particularly a standard normal distribution, Student's -distribution, FisherSnedecor -distribution and 2 -distribution. If the function ( ) is distribution function of the probability distribution of the random variable , thus the critical value of this distribution to the significance level is the value , to which is valid ( > ) = 1 − ( ) = .
(
Determining critical values is usually made by using tables or specialized statistical software. This approach also has its disadvantages, but in some cases is advantageous to have a method by which is possible to calculate evaluated critical values. Calculation of critical values is also possible using standard numerical methods, specifically method of approximate calculation of definite integrals and methods of approximate calculation of nonlinear equations. Analogical uses of methods are presented in article according [1] [2] [3] .
Study [2] prescribes methods for determination critical values of standard normal and Student's t-distribution.
Equation (1) is used to determinate critical values of standard normal distribution N(0,1) in the level of significant and implies ( Fig. 1 )
where ( ) is distribution function of standard normal distribution N(0,1) and is define by equation
From the properties of the distribution function ( ) implies that 
From equation (4) can be state, that is je is sufficient to limit consideration to the integral
valid for > 0. Calculating integral (5) can be used Simpson´s rule and can be deduces
For integration step ℎ of approximate calculation of integral (5) using Simpson's rule with accuracy implies
Based on previous equations is possible with accuracy to calculate values of the distribution function, thus is possible to set critical value with required accuracy to evaluate equation
Because function
is increasing continuous function,
and
then equation (8) has exactly one solution. Approximate solution of equation (8) can be done using bisection method. Table 1 shows some critical values of standard normal distributions calculated by described method. Probability density according to Students t-distribution with n degrees of freedom is evident, that distribution function can be define as follows
where
For approximate integral calculation
for > 0 can be used trapezoidal rule. Can be demonstrated
For step of approximate integral calculation (14) using trapezoidal rule with accuracy is valid Determination of critical value by Students t-distribution ( Fig. 2) is to find the equation root
Approximate solution of equation (17) can be realized using bisection method. Table 2 shows some critical values of Student t-distribution with n degrees of freedom calculated by described method.
Critical values of -distribution
Probability density 2 -distribution with n degrees of freedom is define by equation
Because for ∈ and ≥ 2 for calculation values of function Γ can be used equation
where ∈ . Equation (1) for determinate critical value 2 -distribution ( Fig. 3) with n degrees of freedom on confidence level is apparent
where ( ) is distribution function define by equation
Derivation properties of function ( ) shows, that in general is not possible to define step for approximate integral calculation (22) to obtain required accuracy. In that case is approximate integral calculation (22) would be appropriate to use
Richardson extrapolation and Simpson's method. Calculation uncertainty/error E is estimate by equation
where is approximate value of the integral calculated by the Simson's method with using step s. Equation (21) has exactly one solution and its approximate values can be found using bisection method. Table 3 shows some critical values for 2 -distribution with n degrees of freedom calculated using described evaluation method.
Critical values of F-distribution
The probability density of F-distribution with m, n degrees of freedom is in interval [0, ∞) prescribed by equation
Because , ∈ values of function Γ can be calculated using equations (19) and (20).
Equation (1) for determination of critical values , subsequently Fdistribution with m, n degrees of freedom on significant level is apparent (Fig.  4) .
where , ( ) is distribution function and is define by equation
Analogy with the previous section, in general is not possible to determined step of approximate integral calculation (27) to obtain a specified accuracy. In this case it is also appropriate to use Richardson extrapolation method and Simpson's method. Equation (26) has exactly one solution and approximate value can be possible find using bisection method. Table 4 -7 list some of critical values of F-distribution with m, n degrees of freedom calculated using prescribed method.
Conclusions
Described methods present possibilities of calculation critical values for the most common probability distributions used in practice. Advantage of these methods is that they can be used as part of automatic data processing, e.g. at interval estimates or statistical testing. Advantageous is that they allows the calculation of the critical values for any significance level. Methods can also be used to create tables included in books and textbooks in the field of statistics. Program for each of described methods was designed in a language Free Pascal -Lazarus IDE. Algorithms of these programs are of course usable in other programming languages. Application of described methods is limited with technical possibilities of computer, because at some values computer works at machine's boundary limits. Described methods are based on standard numerical methods of calculation definite integrals. Other methods such as Monte Carlo and others can be used as well. 
